IMPORTANT
What To Expect:
1. In order to make your GhostBlind light weight and durable in all weather, it is made of twin wall fluted plastic
(polypropylene and polystyrene).
2. The plastic reflective panels are not designed to look like your bathroom mirror. It is not necessary to have 100%
reflectiveness to fool game. If you expect the plastic mirrors to look like glass mirrors, you probably should not
purchase a GhostBlind.
3. Your GhostBlind does not need to be invisible to the human eye to be effective with game. The idea is to have
your blind look as close as possible to the surrounding environment. Under the worse case scenario, it will always
blend in better than camo blinds.
4. Keep in mind that your GhostBlind will only reflect what is in front of the blind. If there are shadows in front of the
blind, the image in the reflective panels could look darker than the images around the blind. You will need to check
your setup and make adjustments accordingly to get the best results. Setups in open fields will usually look better
with the sun in front of the reflective panels or on overcast days.
5. You will ding and scratch the reflective surface. This will not reduce the effectiveness of your blind with game.
Game will only see what is on the ground in front of the blind - if there is a scratch in the reflective surface, game
will see a scratch in the grass, leaves, snow or whatever is in front of the blind. You may notice white scuff marks
around the edges of the mirror surface caused by the panels rubbing together during transport. You can lessen
these marks by laying a thin piece of fabric between the mirrors during transport. Again, game will never notice
these scuff marks. Keeping your blind clean will also lesson these scuff marks. Do not store your blind in your
truck or car as the prolonged continuous vibrations of the mirror panels against each other will cause etch
marks, especially if the blind is dirty.
6. When you move the blind from a cold environment to hot environment (or hot to cold) or the sun is shining on
one side of the blind, is possible that the panels will warp a little. This is because one side of the panel is colder
than the other side. This will not reduce the effectiveness as game will only see the image in front of the blind. The
image may be distorted a little but game cannot rationalize the fact that the image may look a little strange. Once
the temperature equalizes on each side, the panel will straighten out.
7. If your blind warps due to storage, simply lay it flat or hang it up on the wall for a short time and it will recover
quickly. Always store your blind in the closed position with the bungee cords around it.
8. Your GhostBlind will move some in the wind even if anchored down properly. Keep in mind that everything
around the blind is moving (fabric ground blinds also move when the wind is blowing). Extra tie down kits are
available at ghostblind.com if needed. The easiest way to anchor down your GhostBlind is to prop a couple
tree branches up on the top of the blind. See the instructions that came with your blind.
9. The adhesive used to glue the mirror panel to the back corrugated panel never sets up completely, it always
stays sticky. This allows for expansion and contraction of the panels in varying temperatures. In the event the mirror
panel starts to separate from the corrugated panel, simply fold up the blind, lay it flat and apply a little weight
overnight. This usually only happens when you leave the blind standing in the open position for a period of time.
We recommend you only leave the blind in the open standing position while you are hunting. The best
practice is to close the blind up and put the bungee cords around it when not hunting.
10. It is possible for the mirrors to fog up under certain weather conditions. When the air temperature warms
up quickly in the early morning and the mirror panels are still cold, fog can cling to the mirrors. The easiest solution
to this is to use Rain-X-Anti Fog on the mirror panels prior to using your blind.

For questions, contact us at info@ghostblind.com

